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Metamorfose

Youri Poslawsky
20/9/2011

Verantwoording van afbeeldingen gebruikt in de presentatie “Metamorfose”

Veel afbeeldingen, figuren en foto’s komen van internet (Google). Speciaal voor het 
onderwerp “schokmetamorfose” is veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van de site: 

http://www.passc.net/EarthImpactDatabase/index.html

Meer specifiek:
Slide 66: Ground view from Gesundaberget picture 06/2003 by Harald StehlikSlide 66: Ground view from Gesundaberget, picture 06/2003 by Harald Stehlik.

Slide 52: 1. Lake Tüttensee, aerial photo: Gerhard Benske.
Slide 53: 2. Photo: Mathias Wurm, farmer of Bergham.

Slide 54: 4. Aerial photo: Gerhard Benske.
Slide 55: 7/8. Aerial photograph 7: Gerhard Benske and satellite imagery 8 (D-SAT).

Slide 43: SRTM image courtesy of Gary L. Kinsland - from Kinsland et al. 2003

Metamorfose is de mineralogische en structurele aanpassing
van vaste gesteenten aan de fysische en chemische condities,

die optreden op dieptes beneden de zones van verwering, cementatie en diagenese
en die verschillen van de condities waaronder de betreffende gesteenten ontstaan.
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groenschist facies – amfiboliet facies

niet reactive mineralen

kwarts kaliveldspaat

granaathoornblendeplagioklaaschlorietactinolietepidoot

groenschist
hoofdzakelijk chloriet, actinoliet en epidoot

amfiboliet granuliet
hoofdzakelijk plagioklaas en amfibool

mist foliatie
hoofdzakelijk veldspaat, kwarts en Fe-Mg mineralen

blauwschist glaucofaan (en lawsoniet) migmatiet partiële smeltblauwschist

eclogiet granaat en omphaciet (Na-pyroxeen)

glaucofaan (en lawsoniet) migmatiet partiële smelt

klei kleisteen

diagenese

gneissschist
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metamorfose

phylliet
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metamorfe texturen
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S0 sedimentaire gelaagdheid
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2e plooiingsfase
2e assenvlak schistociteit
S2 crenulatie
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Regionale metamorfose HP / HT
(Barrovian metamorfose)

Waar?
in grote gebieden

diep onder gebergtes
in subductie zones

Wanneer?
tijdens orogenen (gebergtevorming)

Resultaat?
metamorfe facies en zonering

Georg Barrow 1912
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Ρ = 3.15
Al[6]Al[5]SiO5

orthorhombisch

Ρ = 3.61
Al[6]Al[6]SiO5

triklien

Ρ = 3.24
Al[6]Al[4]SiO5

orthorhombisch

Waar?
rond magmatische intrusies

(plutonen, batholieten, sills, dykes, etc.)

Contact metamorfose LP / HT

Wanneer?
tijdens intrusies

Resultaat?
contact aureolen

Hoornrots: hard kristallijn gesteenteHoornrots: hard kristallijn gesteente
met langwerpige pyroxenen
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Waar?
op land

(overal)

Contact metamorfose? LP / HT

Wanneer?
tijdens onweer

Resultaat?
fulgurieten,
lechatelieriet

Waar?
in de (ondiepe) korst

continentale platen (heet grondwater)
oceanische spreidingszones

(opge armd oceaan ater)

Hydrothermale metamorfose        LP / (LT-HT)
(metasomatische reacties)

g
(opgewarmd oceaanwater)

submarine vulkanen

Wanneer?
bij (stromend) heet grondwater

Resultaat?
hydrothermale afzettingen (ertsen!)
black smokers

Greenstone: groenig gesteente
hydrothermaal gemetamorfoseerd mafisch gesteente

veel voorkomend op de oceaan bodem,
maar ook in de continentale korst

door interactie van mafisch gesteente met grondwater

Waar?
langs (grote) breuken (shear zones)

Wanneer?

Dynamische metamorfose HP / (LT)
(Cataclase)

a ee
tijdens aardbevingen

Resultaat?
breuk breccie / ooze / melange
myloniet, cataclasiet, pseudotachyliet

Dynamische metamorfose

Schok metamorfose
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Waar?
in en onder meteoriet kraters

Wanneer?

Schok metamorfose zeer HP / LT

30 km

1.2 km

Wanneer?
tijdens meteoriet inslagen

Resultaat?
astrobleem, meteoorkrater
tektieten, shatter cones, impactiet, sueviet
kwarts polymorfen: coesiet en stishoviet

tsunami’s, klimaatverandering, extincties

coesiet

stishoviet

aardse
condities

schok
continentale

geothermische

geothermische
gradient oude  

oceanische plaat    

geothermische
gradient jonge  

onaardse
condities

onaardse
condities

boven
mantel

fase diagram kwarts

α-kwarts
β-kwarts

α-tridymiet
β-cris-

tobaliet

silica
smelt continentale

korst   
oceanische       

geothermische
gradient

gradient jonge  
oceanische plaat

coesiet stishoviet

kwarts polymorfen

shocked quarts, planar deformation features (PDF) shatter cones astroblemen
ondergrondse nucleaire tests
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Shatter cone features in situ.Large shatter cone boulders at Keurusselkä 

Keurusselkä, Finland
62° 08‘ N, 24° 37‘ E
Ø = 11,5 km
<1880 Ma (probably > 1000 Ma)
PreCambrium

A large shatter cone boulder showing some nice "horsetailing". 

shatter cones (versplinteringskegels)

Siljan, Sweden
Ø = 52 km
376.8 ± 1.7 Ma
Late Devonian

Puchezh-Katunki, Russia
Ø = 80 km
167 ± 3 Ma
Middle Juassic

Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
Ø = 250 km
1850 ± 3 Ma
Middle Proterozoic
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The Vredefort structure is located near the center of the Witwatersrand Basin, about 100 km from Johannesburg. It is expressed as a central core,
about 40 km in diameter, composed of old crystalline rocks. A deformed collar of uplifted and overturned younger sediments and lavas surrounds
the core. Younger, flat-lying sediments resulting in the arcuate shape observed in this image bury much of the structure. The diameter of the collar
rocks is approximately 80 km, but reconstructions based on the distribution of shock metamorphic effects suggest an original crater diameter of
up to 300 km, encompassing the whole extent of the Witwatersrand Basin. It is very likely that the preservation of the gold deposits of the
Witwatersrand Basin, the largest on Earth, is due to the structural constraints provided by the Vredefort impact structure. Formed about 2 billion
years ago, it is the oldest and largest recognized impact structure on Earth. Space shuttle image STS51I-33-56AA

Vredefort, South Africa
27° 00‘ S, 27° 30‘ E
Ø ~300 km
2023 ± 4 Ma, Early Proterozoic

20 50
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Vredefort, South Africa
Ø = ~300 km
2023 ± 4 Ma

Vredefort, South Africa
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Sudbury

Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
46° 36‘ N, 81° 11‘ W
Ø = 250 km
1850 ± 3 Ma, Middle Proterozoic

General geology map of the Sudbury Structure showing the
distribution of >50 hydrothermal Zn-Pb-Cu showings and deposits in
the crater-fill Onaping Formation. The Vermilion Formation, not shown,
is a thin ~14 m thick unit at the contact between the Onaping and
Onwatin Formations. The Sandcherry and Dowling members are
regionally extensive but the Garson member outcrops in the
southeastern sector of the Sudbury Stucture only. SRSZ=South Range
shear zone. VD, ED = Vermilion and Errington Zn-Pb-Cu (Ag) deposits.
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Chicxulub, Yucatan, Mexico
21° 20‘ N, 89° 30‘ W
Ø = 170 km
64.98 Ma, Late Creataceous

This three-dimensional map of local gravity and magnetic field variations shows a multiringed structure called Chicxulub named after a village
located near its center. The impact basin is buried by several hundred meters of sediment, hiding it from view. This image shows the basin viewed
obliquely from approximately 60° above the surface looking north, with artificial lighting from the south. The image covers 88 to 90.5° west
longitude and 19.5 to 22.5° north latitude. NASA scientists believe that an asteroid 10 to 20 kilometers (6 to 12 miles) in diameter produced this
impact basin. The asteroid hit a geologically unique, sulfur-rich region of the Yucatan Peninsula and kicked up billions of tons of sulfur and other
materials into the atmosphere. Darkness prevailed for about half a year after the collision. This caused global temperatures to plunge near
freezing. Half of the species on Earth became extinct including the dinosaurs.

A perspective plot of the ~180 km-diameter Chicxulub crater with a cutaway view showing a
cross section of the crater as revealed by seismic reflection data. This view is looking to the
south; the Yucatán coastline is shown by a thin dark line. Note the different horizontal and
vertical scales such that the cross section has a vertical exaggeration of approximately ten
times. The vertical scale is approximate as seismic velocities vary with depth and rock type.
The top surface shows the horizontal gradient of the Bouguer gravity anomaly similar to that
shown in figure 3. The circular gradient features that correspond to crater structures lose
definition near the coast because no gravity field surveying has been done in the coastal
shallow water, leading to an approximately 20 km-wide gap in data coverage. The
interpretation of seismic reflection data shown on the face of the cutaway is from Camargo
and Suarez (1994), and is shown along the line where it was collected by a shipbourne survey.
The seismic data reveal much of the crater's structure including the ~1 km-thick Tertiary
sediments filling the crater, the crater edges, the peak ring, and the down-dropped blocks in
the crater's zone of slumping. Note the contortion of the sediments in the down-dropped
blocks. The central zone where no deep structures may be seen corresponds to the crater's
collapsed transient cavity. (Image courtesy Geological Survey of Canada).

Horizontal gradient map of the Bouguer gravity anomaly over the Chicxulub
crater (North is up.). The coastline is shown as a white line. A striking series
of concentric features reveals the location of the crater. This image was
constructed from gravity measurements taken by Petróleos Méxicanos
beginning in 1948 in the course of petroleum exploration augmented by
recent work of researchers from the Geological Survey of Canada, Athabasca
University, the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, and the
Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán. These recently acquired data were taken
to map out detailed crater structure. All data were gridded at 750 m intervals
before the horizontal gradient was computed. Most of the concentric gradient
features can be related to inferred structural elements of the buried crater,
including the central uplift (note the radial features revealed in the uplift), the
collapsed transient cavity edge, faults in the zone of slumping, and the edge
of the topographic basin - the now buried crater.
White dots represent the locations of water-filled sinkholes (solution collapse
features common in the limestone rocks of the region) called cenotes after
the Maya word dzonot. A dramatic ring of cenotes is associated with the
largest peripheral gravity gradient feature. The cenotes of the ring arelargest peripheral gravity gradient feature. The cenotes of the ring are
typically larger than those found elsewhere on the peninsula. The sinkholes
developed when sea level was lower during the Pleistocene glaciation,
becoming water-filled when sea level returned to its present level. The ring
represents a zone of high permeability where groundwater can flow to the
sea creating coastal freshwater springs at the east and west sides of the
crater. The origin of the cenote ring remains uncertain, although the link to
the underlying buried crater seems clear. The cenotes of the ring are
developed in near-surface Tertiary limestones overlying the crater, and are
not directly related to the rocks of the crater. Somehow the crater is able to
reach up through several hundred metres of sediment, and tens of millions
of years of time, to influence groundwater flow. Some form of subsidence
controlled by peripheral structure of the crater may have induced fracturing
in the much younger rocks that cover the crater. The fracturing could then
initiate the groundwater flow that caused the cenotes to form. This
subsidence may be continuing today. Note that the crater is able to influence
modern erosion of the sediments that bury it. The edges of the crater
correspond to a notch in the coastline in the east, and to a sharp bend
southwards in the west. Also, the cenote ring corresponds to a topographic
low of up to 5 metres along much of its length. (Image courtesy Geological
Survey of Canada).

Chicxulub, Yucatan, Mexico
21° 20‘ N, 89° 30‘ W
Ø = 170 km
64.98 Ma, end Cretaceous

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
image of the Chicxulub Impact.

This is a radar image of the southwest portion of the buried Chicxulub impact crater in the
Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico. The radar image was acquired on orbit 81 of space shuttle
Endeavour on April 14, 1994 by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SIR-C/X- SAR). The image is centered at 20 degrees north latitude and 90 degrees
west longitude. Scientists believe the crater was formed by an asteroid or comet which
slammed into the Earth more than 65 million years ago. It is this impact crater that has been

linked to a major biological catastrophe where more than 50 percent of the Earth's species, including the dinosaurs, became extinct. The 180- to
300-kilometer-diameter (110- to 180-mile) crater is buried by 300 to 1,000 meters (1,000 to 3,000 feet) of limestone. The exact size of the crater
is currently being debated by scientists. This is a total power radar image with L-band in red, C-band in green, and the difference between C- and L-
band in blue. The 10-kilometer-wide (6- mile) band of yellow and pink with blue patches along the top left (northwestern side) of the image is a
mangrove swamp. The blue patches are islands of tropical forests created by freshwater springs that emerge through fractures in the limestone
bedrock and are most abundant in the vicinity of the buried crater rim. The fracture patterns and wetland hydrology in this region are controlled byy p y gy g y

the structure of the buried
crater. Scientists are using
the SIR-C/X-SAR imagery to
study wetland ecology and
help determine the exact
size of the impact crater.
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Azuara

Ries, Germany 48° 53‘ N, 10° 37‘ E
Ø = 24 km

15 ± 0.2 Ma
Miocene

The Ries impact structure, southern Germany, does not show up well in space-based images. This panoramic oblique aerial view of the Ries Crater
(from the southwest) shows the outline of the crater rim emphasized by clouds. The crater rim has a maximum elevation of about 200 meters above
the crater floor. No central uplift is visible, but there is an irregular inner ring about 12 kilometers in diameter, which is composed of a few hills rising
about 50 meters above the surrounding surfaces. Shortly after the impact event 15 million years ago (Miocene), the crater was covered by
sedimentary rocks, which were only removed by erosion about 1 or 2 million years ago, leading to the excellent preservation state of the structure. A
number of drill cores have recovered samples from the crater's interior and good exposures of ejected breccias occur within and around the
structure. The medieval city of Nördlingen, situated somewhat off-center in the southwestern part of the crater, has an excellent crater museum. It
is also worth noting that the church of St. George, in the center of the city, is built mainly from blocks of suevite, and that the diameter of the old city
within its medieval walls (about 1 kilometer) coincides with the estimated diameter of the bolide that formed the crater. The age of the Ries Crater is
identical to the age of the 3.4-kilometer-diameter Steinheim Crater, which is about 40 kilometers southwest of the center of the Ries. The Ries
Crater has also been identified as the source crater of the Central European tektites (moldavites).

Image courtesy of Rieskrater Museum, Nördlingen, Germany.
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Ries, Germany
Geological map

Digital elevation model with selected overlain geology - vertical view - view from south

Legend:
Bunte Breccie   Suevite   Granit

Allochton
Trias Lias Dogger Malm Tertiar

Parautochton

Ries, Germany
Topography

Steinheim, Germany 480 41’ N, 100 4’ E
Ø = 3.8 km

Miocene 15 ± 1 Ma
Digital elevation models

Photo towards central uplift, Sontheim village in foreground.

Figure below: size and depth of craters in the Chiemgau strewnfield.
The diameter of the documented craters ranges between 3 m and
several 100 m. Some of them are permanently filled with water. There
is a large number of craters and depressions having diameters below 3
m. They have so far not been documented, and in many cases the
origin of the smaller pits from meteorite impact may be questioned
without closer inspection.
The depths of the craters range between 0.4 m (for the smallest 3 m-
diameter craters) and about 70 m for the largest (Lake Tüttensee). The
depths and diameters for 46 fully preserved craters are plotted
exhibiting a general increase of the depths with increasing diameters.
On average, a diameter-to-depth ratio of r = 6.7 applies (given by the
straight line).

Figure above: scattering ellipse for the Chiemgau meteorite crater strewnfields. Modified from Krinov (1963)
(Henbury, Kaalijarvi) and Hodge (1994) (Morasko, Sikhote Alin).
Up to now, 81 craters have been identified, measured and catalogued on the basis of topographic mapping, satellite
imagery, systematic aerial photography and ground inspection establishing the scattering ellipse shown. The size of
the ellipse is given by a major axis of ca 58 km and a minor axis of ca 27 km. The strewnfield covers an area of about
1,200 km² between 47.8° to 48.4° N and 12.3° to 13.0° E. The craters are situated at altitudes ranging from 362
m to 560 m asl.
The preservation of the craters is quite different depending on their location on, e.g., farm land or in forests. On farm
land, many of the craters recorded on older topographic maps have meanwhile been leveled out. Despite the
levelling, they are frequently visible by satellite imagery or on aerial photographs. On the other hand, many well-
preserved craters are probably if not certainly hidden in forests that cover large areas of the scatter ellipse. These
undetected craters as well as craters that have been destroyed and, therefore, are completely unrecognizable, may
account for estimated roughly 40 – 50 % of the original number of craters.

1

1. The hitherto largest crater is the lake Tüttensee close to the hamlet Marwang
(near Grabenstätt). The maximum diameter of the water surface measures about
400 m. The originally closed ring wall, today exhibiting some gaps, is about 8 m
high. The depth of the lake is given to be between 17 m (official data) and 70 m
(according to an unconfirmed plumbing by divers). There may be a significant
difference between the depths of the water and of the crater possibly related with a
thick layer of organic material.

2 2. The crater close to the hamlet Bergham (near Tyrlaching) today
has a diameter of about 150 m, a depth of 15 m and a small wall.
Before 1960 the hollow hosted a lake. Later it was dewatered and
filled up with gravel and soil. Originally the crater had a wall of at
least 2 m height. The slope was steep enough and the lake was
sufficiently deep (more than 25 m) that children and adults sprang
from the rim headlong into the water without any risk.

3 3. This crater at Murshall (near Tyrlaching) is permanently filled
with water.
It is 16 m across and shows a clear wall.
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4. This 55 m-diameter crater (arrow) is located at an ancient bank of the river Inn
near the hamlet Dornitzen (near Marktl). It is preserved only at half. Originally there
was a wall meanwhile destroyed by plowing. In the centre of the crater pieces of the
peculiar FexSiy-phases have been found. Aerial photo: Gerhard Benske.

8

75

5. The deep 15 m-diameter Einsiedeleiche crater.

6. The 6 m-diameter Hohenwart crater exhibiting a distinct wall.

8

6

7/8. Craters leveled out by farming.
Aerial photograph and satellite imagery

5. The deep 15 m diameter Einsiedeleiche crater.

Kaalijärv, Estonia
58° 24‘ N, 22° 40‘ E;
Ø = 0.11 km
0.004 ± 0.001 Ma

Ilumetsä, Estonia
570 58’N, 270 25’E
Ø = 0.08 km
> 0.002 Ma

Morasko, Poland
52° 29‘ N, 16° 54‘ E
Ø = 0.1 km
< 0.01 Ma

Siljan, Sweden

Mjølnir, Norway
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Azuara, Spain
Rubiela de la Cérida

Rochechouart, France

Seismic two-way travel ti

perspective diagr

Mjølnir, Norway
73° 48‘ N, 29° 40‘ E
Ø = 40 km
142.0 ± 2.6 Ma
Early Cretaceous

Mjolnir Crater is a ringed structure on the floor of the Barents Sea. It is the result of the impact in the Early Cretaceous,
of a 1 -3 km wide asteroid-like body. The energy released in the impact are estimated as high as a million megatons of TNT,
resulting in immense (7.7 to 8.7 magnitude) earthquakes and 30-60 meter tidal waves 50 km away.
Drawing on Norse mythology, the crater has been aptly named Mjolnir - Thor's hammer.
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Silverpit
United Kingdom offshore
1° 52’ E, 54° 15’ N
Ø = 3 kmØ 3 km
~65 Ma, Early Paleocene

The Silverpit crater is located in the North Sea, 130 km east of England's Yorkshire coast. It was discovered in 2002 during
the analysis of seismic data collected during routine exploration for oil, and was initially reported as the UK's first known
impact crater. Its age is thought to be of the order of 65 million years, making its formation roughly coincident with the impact
that created the Chicxulub Crater (KT boundary) and caused the extincion of the dinosaurs. This may imply that the Earth was
struck at that time by several objects, possibly in a similar event to the collision of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in
1994. Several other impact craters around the world are known to date from roughly the same epoch, lending credence to
this theory. The 3-km-wide chasm, with a central peaked cone, seems very well preserved 1,000 m beneath the seabed. It
was probably made by an asteroid or comet weighing around 2 million tons and measuring 120 m across that crashed
through the shallow sea that covered Britain back then and would have sent disastrous tsunami tidal waves surging across
the nearby Cretaceous land masses.
The crater has been uniquely preserved by sediments settling into the depression, and is unlike any other impact crater so far
found on Earth. Other craters we know about were created in hard rocks, whereas Silverpit would have been formed in soft
underwater sediments – creating a very different shape of crater. A tall conical central peak is buried inside the crater that is
itself surrounded by a series of concentric rings which extend out a further 8 km in each direction. Unparalleled three-
dimensional mapping of these concentric features down to a resolution of tens of meters shows that the outer ripples are
caused by concentric faults in chalk on the sea floor around the central crater that were probably triggered by the impact. Its
shape and size stand Silverpit apart from other craters in the inner Solar System and its closest relative appears to be the
crater Valhalla on Jupiter's moon Callisto.
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Ground view from Gesundaberget towards north

Siljan, Sweden
61° 2‘ N, 14° 52‘ E
Ø = 52 km
376.8 ± 1.7 Ma Late Devonian


